Recently, several methods have been published that demonstrate how to reconstruct an image from a discriminative feature vector. This study explains that previous approaches minimising the histogram-of-oriented-gradient (HOG) feature error in the principal component analysis (PCA) domain of the learning database have a disadvantage in that they cannot reflect the different dynamic range of each PCA dimension, and proposes an improved method to exploit the eigenvalue as the weighting factor of each PCA dimension. Experimental results using pedestrian and vehicle image databases quantitatively show that the proposed method improves the quality of reconstructed images. Additionally, the proposed method is applied to the image reconstruction of the resultant support vectors (SVs) of reduced-set construction which showed the best performance among SV number reduction methods. As the resultant SVs of reduced-set construction are not corresponding to any image of the learning database, it is hard to analyse the problem and performance of the method. By observing the images of the resultant SVs, one potential problem regarding the database used is newly considered and the direction of further study can be established in order to address the problem.
Introduction
A support vector machine (SVM) has been shown to have a significant weakness in that it generally requires more computations than existing competitors in the testing phase (or the feed forward phase) and, as a result, requires a significantly longer execution time [1] . Support vector number reduction (SVNR) is used to represent the various methods reducing the number of support vectors (SVs) of an SVM to improve the execution speed. This has been researched continuously since Burges et al. introduced their reduced-set method in 1996 [2] . Jung et al. published a survey and experimental evaluations concerning SVNR [3] . Their paper categorises SVNR methods into either pre-pruning or post-pruning according to whether they exploit the results of a standard SVM. Pre-pruning is again divided into either customised optimisation [4] or learning sample selection [5] , and post-pruning is again divided into three approaches of reduced-set selection, reduced-set construction, and learning sample selection. This study quantitatively compares three implementations belonging to different post-pruning approaches, that is, approximation-errorbased sequential elimination belonging to reduced-set selection [6] , iterative pre-image addition (IPA) belonging to reduced-set construction [7] , and smoothed separable case approximation (SSCA) belonging to learning sample selection [8] . In experiments conducted with data sets having a similar scale with practical applications, IPA shows the best SVNR performance. In particular, this study confirms that the SV number of a pedestrian classifier [9] using a histogram-of-oriented-gradient (HOG) [10] -based feature and a radial-basis-function (RBF)-kernel-based SVM can be reduced by >99.5% without any accuracy degradation using IPA. Recently, Jung proposed a novel genetic algorithm (GA)-based pre-image estimation method and incorporated it into a conventional IPA such that all types of kernels could be handled [11] . However, in reduced-set construction, unlike the remaining four approaches, the resultant SV does not correspond to any image of the learning database, so it is impossible to know what is represented by the resultant SV. Consequently, it is hard to analyse how one resultant SV can represent the relatively large number of SVs of the original SVM. Additionally, it is hard to establish the direction of further study such as whether more experiments are required to confirm the derived conclusions and, if yes, what kinds of experiments are required.
Such problems are expected to be solved by exploiting the newly developed 'image reconstruction from discriminative feature vector', which represents methods reconstructing the original image from the discriminative feature vector, and is developed mainly for two objectives [12] : to evaluate whether the extracted feature vector can be used for the invasion of privacy [13, 14] and the 'human debugging of object detectors' [14, 15, 37] . The latter transforms the intermediate or final results of machine learning, considered as a black box until now, into a form that can be recognised by humans, and which enables developers to actively get involved in the establishment of the direction of the development process. For example, when developing a vehicle classifier using a HOG feature, if the reconstructed images of false positives appear as real vehicles to the human eye, we can predict that the performance cannot be improved by simply adding more learning samples [12] . As the image reconstruction from the discriminative feature vector is an inverse problem of many-to-one mapping, it is ill-posed [16] . Generally, this difficulty is overcome by additional information. The method in [13] reconstructs the image from a local binary descriptor by solving an optimisation problem having a regularisation term measuring the sparsity of the reconstructed patch in some wavelet frames. In other words, it requires that a patch should have few nonzero coefficients when analysed in some wavelet frames, which is quite general. The methods in [12, 14] exploit a general database. The method in [14] reconstructs images from a scale invariant feature transform feature vector by finding patches which are similar to the input image patches in an off-the-shelf image database according to the associated local descriptors. These patches are warped into the input image and seamlessly stitched together. The 'direct optimisation' in [12] analyses the generic database by principal component analysis (PCA), and reconstructs the image from the HOG feature vector by solving an optimisation problem in the PCA domain and not in the image domain. The 'paired dictionary learning' method in [12] , also referred to as HOGgles, shows the best performance among the four candidates. In the learning phase, exploiting the super resolution sparse coding it finds a coupled basis of HOG and natural images. When a HOG feature vector is given, it estimates the PCA coefficients common to both the image and the HOG feature vector domain by projecting the HOG feature vector onto the HOG basis. Then, it reconstructs the original image by summing the natural image basis multiplied by the coefficients. As methods exploiting the database show better image quality and the problem at hand, i.e. image reconstruction from the resultant SV of the reduced-set construction, can generally use a learning database, the approaches exploiting the database are selected. Among the methods belonging to these approaches, the method in [12] is preferred as it shows a clearer object contour than the methods in [14] in which edge information is distorted by the effect of stitching and blending.
This paper proposes an improvement of the 'direct optimisation' in [12] , reconstructing the image by solving optimisation in the PCA domain, and shows that the proposed method is useful when developing reduced-set construction by analysing the resultant SVs of the IPA in [3] . This study finds that the method minimising the HOG feature error in the PCA domain has room for improvement as it ignores the different dynamic range of each dimension of the PCA domain. As a solution, this study proposes a method weighing each dimension with its eigenvalue to compensate for the different dynamic range and adopting a GA instead of gradient-based optimisation to efficiently deal with a discontinuous, non-linear and non-differentiable cost function. Experimental results with pedestrian and vehicle image databases confirm that the proposed method shows better performance than the HOGgles. By applying the proposed method to the resultant SVs of the IPA in [3] and comparing the reconstructed image with images of neighbouring SVs, it is found that the reconstructed image seems to be the composition of the images of neighbouring SVs. Furthermore, it is found that, in a large portion of the resultant SVs, the resultant SVs and their neighbouring SVs seem to correspond to a single person. This suggests that there is a possibility that the SVNR performance of the IPA could be exaggerated because of a redundancy of the used database. Therefore, by proposing an evaluation with a database in which no person appears multiple times as the further study, this study shows that the image reconstruction from the HOG feature vector can be exploited usefully for human debugging. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 explains four candidate methods and how they are devised, and Section 3 chooses the best method as the proposed method by experiments. Section 4 shows the experimental results when the proposed method is applied to the resultant SVs of IPA in [3] and Section 5 provides a conclusion.
Candidate methods
Image reconstruction from a HOG feature vector is a problem estimating the original image from which the given HOG feature vector is extracted. As the HOG feature is discriminative, there is no way of directly reconstructing the original image. Instead, the problem can be formulated as finding image X producing the HOG feature vector x which has the minimum sum of the squared difference (SSD) with the given HOG feature vector y
where HOG feature extractor ℋ calculates HOG feature vector x from H × W image X: x = ℋ X . H and W denote the height and width of the image, respectively. Considering that the orientation is divided into finite numbers of intervals when calculating the HOG feature, it can be easily understood that the error function of X in (1), i.e. the SSD, is discontinuous, non-linear and nondifferentiable. It is well known that the GA will show a better performance than the gradient-based optimisation under such conditions [17] . This section proposes four candidate methods including a GA-based variation on the 'direct optimisation' of [12] . The first candidate method applies GA directly to the problem definition (1) . That is, it treats a one-dimensional (1D) vector X vectorising two-dimensional (2D) image X as a population, and the pixel intensity of the image is used as a gene. The fitness function of the method is written based on the SSD of feature vectors as
where function ℐ transforms the 1D vectorX into a 2D image with a predefined image size (H × W) in order that the image can be fed into ℋ. As the fitness function will be maximised, a minus sign is attached. As this method optimises the problem using GA in the image domain, it is referred to as IG. As the fitness function can be easily inferred from the problem definition as shown above, only problem definitions will be provided without explaining their fitness functions hereafter. Although IG shows the possibility that image minimising the SSD of the HOG feature vectors can be found using GA, its image quality is not usable (see Fig. 2 ). This seems to be because the HOG feature cannot determine the pixel intensity by itself. That is, as different pixel intensities can be mapped into the same HOG feature, the HOG feature cannot determine the pixel intensity without additional information [16] . Although image reconstruction from a discriminative feature vector is proposed even when there is no available learning database [13] , it is also required when a learning database can be exploited, e.g. for the analysis of appearance-based classifiers [12] and for the analysis of reduced-set construction, which will be dealt with in Section 4. If a learning database is given, a new objective that the result seems to be in the database is added to the previous objective that the SSD should be minimised. Such constraints can be applied by exploiting the PCA of the learning database [18] . In other words, the learning database is analysed by PCA and the search region is restricted to the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors. This can be simply implemented by changing the search domain from pixel intensity to PCA coefficient
where the PCA coefficient vector c = c 1 c 2 ⋯ c K
T
. c k and v k represents the kth PCA coefficient and eigenvector, respectively. K is the number of PCA coefficients and is the same as the number of pixels (=H × W) as compression is not our objective. μ represents the mean of the learning database. Once the PCA coefficient vector c^ is estimated, the image estimate X is given as
This method is the second candidate method and is referred to as PG as it is implemented by GA in the PCA domain. It can be regarded as a GA-based variation on the method referred to as 'direct optimisation' in [12] . Meanwhile, HOGgles, which shows the best performance in [12] , is compared with the candidate methods of this study to confirm their effectiveness (refer to Section 3). Although a search in the PCA domain shows better image quality and visibility than the image domain (see Fig. 2 ), the quality of the reconstructed image is far below that of the original image and in particular a large number of high frequency components seem to be lost. This study makes an assumption that this degradation occurs because all PCA dimensions are treated with the same dynamic range and resolution. This study uses the GA of a MATLAB global optimisation toolbox [19] , in which all genes have the same dynamic range and resolution. Such a problem could be addressed by using a different dynamic range and resolution for each gene, but this is inconvenient because the GA implementation should be considerably modified. Instead, a similar effect can be easily acquired by multiplying each gene by the weight proportional to its dynamic range or importance. This is convenient because it does not modify GA implementation, and so is adopted in this study. The remaining problem relates to the type of weight that should be multiplied. This study investigates two possibilities: standard deviation and the eigenvalue of each PCA dimension.
Assuming that the standard deviation of each PCA dimension reflects the dynamic range of the PCA coefficient, the third candidate method searches the solution in a parameter domain which will be multiplied by the standard deviation. This can be easily implemented by replacing PCA coefficient c k in (3) with
where parameter vector p = p 1 p 2 ⋯ p K T . σ k is the standard deviation of the kth PCA coefficient of the learning database. This can be calculated in advance by calculating the PCA coefficients of all learning samples and calculating the standard deviation of the coefficients of each PCA dimension. From the parameter estimate p , image estimate X is given as
As this method adds weighing with standard deviation to PG, it is referred to as S-PG. Assuming that the eigenvalue of each PCA dimension will provide information about the dynamic range of the PCA coefficient, the fourth candidate method searches the solution in a parameter domain which will be multiplied by the eigenvalue. It can be easily implemented by replacing the PCA coefficient c k in (3) with p k λ k as
where parameter vector p = p 1 p 2 ⋯ p K T . λ k is the kth eigenvalue of the learning database. This can be calculated in advance during the application of the PCA to the learning database. From the parameter estimate p , image estimate X is given as
As this method adds weighing with eigenvalue to PG, it is referred to as L-PG.
Experimental evaluation of candidate methods
The image reconstruction performances of four candidate methods are compared by measuring the root mean square (RMS) error ɛ between the original image X and reconstructed image X
where X denotes the vectorised X. To evaluate the visibility rather than the difference of average intensity, each image is normalised such that the maximum and minimum intensity becomes 0 and 255, respectively. The database used is the 'Daimler pedestrian classification benchmark data set'. This is used in a great deal of research [3, 9, 20, 21] and is available to the public and downloadable [22] . The image height H = 36 and the width W = 18. It consists of one training set and one test set, and each consists of three and two data sets, respectively. Each data set contains 4800 pedestrian images and 5000 non-pedestrian images. Consequently, the training set contains 29,400 ( = 4800 × 3 + 5000 × 3) images, and the test set contains 19,600 ( = 4800 × 2 + 5000 × 2) images.
By applying a PCA to the training set, the eigenvector, eigenvalue, and standard deviation of each PCA dimension are calculated according to Turk and Pentland [23] . Fig. 1 shows the eigenvalue and standard deviation of each PCA dimension. We can see that the eigenvalue is significantly larger than the corresponding standard deviation (notice that each y-axis has a different order of magnitude) and its distribution is concentrated on the lower indexes. For the performance evaluation, 200 images are randomly selected from the training set and test set, respectively. They are referred to as the training subset and test subset, respectively. Each subset includes positive and negative samples. Notice that the test subset is not reflected in the PCA as the PCA is performed with only the training set. Feature extraction from an input image is implemented by a function that is open at MATLAB CENTRAL [24] . Feature extraction related parameters are set as the following [9] : bin number = 18 (signed gradient), cell size = 3, block size = 2, description stride = 2, and L2 norm clipping = 0.2. Consequently, the total feature length is 3960.
After extracting the HOG feature from both the training and test subsets, four candidate methods and HOGgles [12] are applied to reconstruct the original image. The GA of the MATLAB global optimisation toolbox [19] is used, and the number of genes is 648 (= H × W). The IG uses all pixel intensities as genes and the remaining three methods use their specific coefficients as genes. The main GA parameters are population = 10,000, and generation = 1000. The remaining parameters are set to default values: population type = double vector, scaling function = rank, selection function = stochastic uniform, crossover fraction = 0.8, mutation function = Gaussian, mutation shrink = 1.0 (the standard deviation of noise added for mutation shrinks to 0 linearly as the last generation is reached), crossover function = scattered (according to a random binary vector, the child gene is copied from the first and second parents). HOGgles is downloaded from [25] and its parameter sbin, corresponding to the cell size, is set to 3.
Figs. 2a and b show the results of image reconstruction of the learning and test subsets, respectively. The upper four rows show the pedestrian examples and the lower four rows show nonpedestrian examples. We can recognise that S-PG and L-PG reconstruct high-frequency components more accurately than PG. Table 1 and Fig. 3 show the average RMS error of each method and subset. On the whole, the reconstructed image becomes more similar to the original in the order of IG, PG, S-PG, HOGgles and L-PG. Additionally, we can also confirm that L-PG shows better performance than the others when viewed by the human eye. For reference, as HOGgles is much faster than the others, it is preferable when real-time execution is important.
After L-PG is selected, the effect of population size is evaluated. While changing the population by 100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10,000, and 50,000, all images of the learning subset are reconstructed and the average RMS errors and average durations are measured. The average RMS error exponentially decreases and the average duration linearly increases as the population increases. Although the execution time is relatively unimportant and the acceptable duration is not strictly limited as the proposed method will be used for the image reconstruction of reduced-set construction, the population is set to 10,000 considering practical problems, that is, experimental duration during the experiments in Section 4.
Additionally, to confirm that the proposed method is also effective with other kinds of images, L-PG and HOGgles are evaluated with the vehicle image database. HOG is the most popularly used feature in vehicle detection [26] . The database used is the 'Object detection evaluation 2012' of 'KITTI vision benchmark suite' [27, 28] which is used in a great deal of recent research [29] [30] [31] [32] . It consists of 7481 training images and 7518 test images, comprising a total of 80,256 labelled objects. By picking out vehicle images non-occluded, non-truncated and larger than the minimum block width (56) from the training images, 5120 images are collected and resized: the image height H and the width W is set Figs. 4a and b show the results of image reconstruction of the learning and test subsets, respectively. They include the front, side, and rear view of a vehicle. Table 2 and Fig. 5 show the average RMS error of each method and subset. We can recognise that L-PG shows a significantly smaller RMS error than HOGgles. On the whole, L-PG makes natural images but suffers from blurring. On the contrary, HOGgles makes clearer images but cannot avoid shape distortion because it excessively emphasises edges.
Experimental results of analysis of reduced-set construction
L-PG is applied to the image reconstruction of reduced-set SVs, i.e. resultant SVs of reduced-set construction, and the results are analysed. In [3] it is shown that IPA [7] reduces the SV number of a pedestrian classifier [9] using a HOG-based feature and an RBFkernel-based SVM by >99.5% without any accuracy degradation. The reduced-set SVs are used in this section. The same tool [24] used in Section 3 is used for the feature extraction and the same parameters are used. SVM is trained using libsvm [33] . SVM parameters are set as the following [9] : RBF hyperparameter γ = 0.01, penalty parameter C = 1. The accuracy of the original SVM trained using the parameters is 93.55% and the SV number is 4947.
Before reconstructing the reduced-set SVs, it is verified that the reduced-set SVs have different characteristics from the learning set by statistically analysing the reprojection error of the HOG feature vectors. By applying PCA to the HOG feature vectors of the learning set, mean vector Ψ and eigenvector γ k (1 ≤ k ≤ H × W) are calculated. The reprojection y of a HOG feature vector x is calculated by projecting x onto a subspace spanned by the HOG-PCA eigenvectors and generating with the HOG-PCA coefficients
where matrix Г denotes Γ = γ 1 γ 2 ⋯ γ K . The reprojection error δ is defined as the squared error between x and its reprojection y
The reprojection errors of the learning set, test set, and reduced-set are calculated and their distributions are analysed. As shown in Fig. 6 , all three distributions have very small values but we can recognise that the reduced-set certainly has a different statistical distribution from the others. This is in contrast with the fact that the test and learning sets have almost the same distributions. This means the HOG feature vector of the test set exists in the subspace spanned by the HOG-PCA eigenvectors extracted from the learning set, but the HOG feature vector of the reduced-set does not [34] . By applying L-PG to the reduced-set, the images are reconstructed, and the parameters of the L-PG in Section 3 are used. To verify that the reconstructed image is not a simple copy of any image in the learning set, we investigate five images in the learning set having the minimum Euclidean distance from the reduce-set SV in the HOG feature space, and five images having the minimum Euclidean distance from the reconstructed image in the intensity space, respectively. They are referred to as neighbouring learning samples in the HOG feature domain and in the intensity domain, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the neighbouring learning samples of ten high-rank reduced-set SVs. We can recognise that neighbouring learning samples in the HOG feature domain are more similar to the reconstructed image of the reducedset SV than neighbouring learning samples in the intensity domain. Nevertheless, there is no case where the reconstructed image coincides with any of its neighbouring learning samples. This confirms that unlike the standard SVM reduced-set the SV is not corresponding to any one of the learning samples.
To investigate how one reduced-set SV can represent a lot of SVs of the original SVM, we investigate ten SVs of the original SVM having the minimum distance to the reduced-set SV in the HOG feature space. Images corresponding to the neighbouring SVs are found by detecting these learning samples whose HOG feature vectors coincide with the SVs. Fig. 8 shows the reconstructed images of the reduced-set SVs in high rank and learning sample images of their ten neighbouring SVs of the original SVM. Although some reduced-set SVs have neighbouring SVs corresponding to multiple objects, we can recognise that in numerous cases the reduced-set SV has neighbouring SVs corresponding to several images of a single person. In particular, in the case of the third, fourth, sixth and seventh reduced-set SV, most of their neighbouring SVs are from a single person. Although this confirms that a reduced-set SV represents multiple SVs of the original SVM sharing common characteristics, it is suspicious that the SVNR performance of IPA in [3] might be exaggerated due to the multiple images of appearing persons in the database. Therefore, we naturally come to learn that experiments using databases without duplicated persons are required to unquestionably verify the SVNR performance of an IPA. By observing the reconstructed image of reduced-set SVs we can discover problems which might not be detected without this observation. Consequently, the reconstructed image helps us to establish the direction of further study.
Conclusion
This paper has two contributions. First, it proposes that image reconstruction from a HOG feature vector minimising the HOG feature error in a PCA domain is significantly improved by weighing the PCA dimension with its corresponding eigenvalue. Second, it is shown that if the proposed method is applied to the resultant SVs of reduced-set construction, which does not belong to the learning samples, the reconstructed image can help developer's analysis and the establishment of direction of further study. In particular, until now, when developing a reduced-set construction, it is hard to analyse what characteristics of the resultant SV can represent multiple SVs of the original SVM. It is shown that the approach of this paper, i.e. the visualisation of the resultant SVs, can be practically helpful. It shows the possibility that the newly developed concept of 'human debugging' can be exploited for the development of learning systems. Future work of the first contribution is to develop a more general image reconstruction method to be applied to various kinds of discriminative features and complicated pattern classifications such as deep learning [35, 36] . Future work of the second contribution is to verify whether the reconstructed images of the reduced-set SVs of SVMs using different features are similar to each other if these SVMs are learnt with a common database and their reduced sets are calculated by a reduced-set construction. If some reconstructed images appear similar, they are expected to represent the most common characteristics of the database. The similar and dissimilar SVs could provide information about the geometry of each feature space. Ultimately, this might lead to the development of a method predicting the number of minimum SVs without performance degradation. 
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